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Young girls the' world over love to sew and to make beautiful things. To see a design or a piece of work grow under
your fingers is 4, delight; and in the club work you are just
beginning, where yOu will in time make beautiful things, much
more Will be . accomplished if you work with enthusiasm.. Besides, it is a great satisfaction to know how to make things
for yourself; while to dress simply, neatly, and in good taste
is only what everyone should try to do.
What Girl.s in Olher Countries Do. In the large cities,
where people from all lands live, we find Irish girls embroidering wonderfully well on linen; young Italian girls making
dainty lace; while others from Norway and Sweden know how
to weave beautiful designs into cloth as they make it on a big.
loom. In the far away Philippines, the young girls sew on!
fine cloth made from grasses, while in Mexico, they make ex-;
quisite drawn work. And did you ever hear of the attractive
aprons the Dutch girls make with the curious designs done in
many colors?
English, French, and German girls sew a great deal in•
school, their work often being so fine that you might mistake
it for machine work. These are not nearly all, for the story
would be too long to tell here. But shall we not prove that
American girls can do as well as the foreign girls?
Here are some of the things that we are to make:
Underskirt
Hemming of towels
Corset cover
Clothes pin bag
Darning and mending:
Apron
Button holes.
Dust cap
And perhaps the older girls will enjoy making a middy:
blouse during the summer. We shall see how well we get
along with other work first, before we decide.
In the beginning we will all work together, making the
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same things. In other bulletins which will follow this one,
the work may be arranged differently, so watch for any directions.
Directions for Working. (1) In a notebook keep an
account of all the work you do, and the kind of material you
used ; if you find it hard to sew, make a little note of it. Occasionally there will be a few questions in the bulletin for you to
answer, but the work will not be long nor difficult.
(2) Do all the work alone, but if you do not understand
what to do, ask of an older person any necessary questions.
(3) You will find convenient a box or bag in which to
keep your scissors, thimble, needles, thread, tapeline and pins.
(4) Protect your work by wearing an apron while sewing.
(5) Do not try to do too much at one time; it will be
a much better plan to sew a short time and keep the work
even, for if your fingers become tired, can you tell what will
happen to your stitches?
HEMMING A TOWEL.

Materials. One yard of toweling, suitable for kitchen
use. (Costing from 5c to 121/2c.)
Number 60 or 70 white thread.
Number 8 needle.

A.
B.

Overcasting stitch.
Uneven basting.

C. Even basting.
D. Running stitches_

E. Stitching stitches.
P. Hemming stitches.
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Making. (1) Even the ends of the towel by drawing
out the first long thread; cut along this line.
(2) The finished hems should be 1/4 inch wide, with a
1/4 inch turn.
(3) Baste before hemming, as the goods is often wiry
and bulky and will not crease easily.
(4) Hemming. Hold the hem over the first finger of
the left hand with the edge to be hemmed toward the right.
With the needle take up a very little of the towel and pass
through the hem with a slanting stitch.
Never knot your thread in either beginning or ending
your work, fasten your threads by making tiny stitches in the
same place. Overhand the ends of the hem.
WORK APRON.

Materials. Calico, gingham or percale.
(Amount needed, twice the length of the dress skirt plus
7 inches for the hem).
Number 60 or 70 white thread.
Number 7 or 8 needle.
Cutting. (1) Tear off the selvedge edges.
(2) Tear a piece 4 inches wide from the full length of
the goods on one side (for ties).
(3) Cut the goods in two equal pieces, crosswise. (One
piece for the front and one for the sides).
(4) Cut one of these in two equal pieces lengthwise.
From the large piece left, cut off a 3 1,4 inch strip
(5)
lengthwise, for the band.
(6) To make the front piece a little narrower at the
top, measure in toward the center, 3 or 4 inches from each side

(calico is often so narrow that it cannot be cut according to
this direction).
(7) Crease from this point to the lower corners and cut.
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Making. SEAMS. (1) Baste the narrow pieces to the

front, sewing always from the top towards the bottom of the
apron.
(2) Make a French seam with running , stitches. A
French seam is made by making the first seam come to the
right side of the apron ; turn the edges to 1/2 inch in width,
turn and sew again, the finished seam being on the under side
of the apron, or, the wrong side. It should he only wide,enough
to cover the ,first seam.
HEMS. (1) Make the hems on- the skies 14 inch, wide.
Baste them after creasing and before hemming,,
(2) Make the hem at the bottom 3 inches , wide when
completed with a 1/4 inch turn.
(3) Overhand the ends of the hems.
TOP OF APRON. : Make two rows of gathers with even
running stitches at the top, the first row 1/2, inch from the
top, the second row 1/8 inch below the first. Having ,two rows
of gathering makes it much easier, to apply the band,
(2) To lay gathers evenly, pull them, all together in as
small a space as possible, and crease. Then scatter them to
the desired width of the apron and fasten, Have fewer gathers immediately in the front.
BAND. Fold the piece for the band in two equal parts.
(1) Crease it.
(2) Pin the ,band at the creased,point to the center of
the apron but on the wrong side. pia the entire band in place,
putting the pins only short distances apart, Ale careful that
the apron on both sides of :the center is of the same width.
. (3) Baste the band firmly, sewing through the gathers,
(4) Then sew it _with the running stitch and an occasional back stitch.
(5) Take out the bastings.
After turning in 1/4 inch on the edge of face of the band,
baste it on the right side so that it covers the gathers.
(6) Hem it very neatly; the stitches should hardly be
seen. The band should extend about 2 inches beyond the body
of the apron.
TIES. (1) Hem the ties or strings with a 1/8 inch hem
on the sides and a 1/2 inch hem at the bottom. Overhand the
ends of the hem.
(2) Lay the ties in little folds and slip them into the
bands. Baste them and then hem,

